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Ebook free Abraham lincoln
essay paper (2023)
excerpt from lincoln essay contest to increase knowledge and
admiration of lincoln among school children in the united states we
commend to your careful consideration this little publica tion in
the hope that it may enlist your support and sympathy in the
lincoln medal essay contest as an incentive to better government
and a greater personal responsibility for the infusion in our
citizenship of the high ideals that lincoln s life exemplified l object
in view of this city springfield illinois being the former home of our
martyred president abraham lincoln and desiring to encourage the
study of his life and character this company decided to con duct
this competition annually the body of lincoln is interred in
springfield a magnificent monument erected largely by the
pennies and small coins of the children of the nation shelters his
body about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may
be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
david herbert donald lincoln biographer and winner of the pulitzer
prize has revised and updated his classic and influential book on
lincoln and the era he dominated when lincoln reconsidered was
first published it ushered in the process of rethinking the civil war
that continues to this day in the third edition david provides two
important new essays on lincoln s patchy education which we find
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was more extensive than even the great man realized and on
lincoln s complex and conflicted relationship to the rule of law
together with a new preface and a thoroughly updated
bibliographical essay lincoln reconsidered will continue to be a
touchstone of lincoln scholarship for decades to come the
relationship between abraham lincoln and his two most influential
ancestors his mother and the virginia planter a slaveholder a
shadowy grandfather he likely never met is rarely mentioned in
lincoln biographies or in history texts however lincoln forever
linked to the cause of freedom and equality in america spoke
candidly of the planter to his law partner billy herndon who
recalled his words my mother inherited his qualities and i hers all
that i am or ever hope to be i get from my mother god bless her
this vital two generation relationship was nonetheless problematic
in lincoln s boyhood the planter was a figure he ridiculed while in
his young manhood the planter evolved into a role model whom
lincoln revered and associated with jefferson s overdue ideal that
all men are created equal thus galvanized by blood to educate
himself to stand for election and to oppose slavery lincoln quit
farming at age 22 this book explains how he thus followed an
inherited family dream widely considered in his own time as a
genial but provincial lightweight who was out of place in the
presidency abraham lincoln astonished his allies and confounded
his adversaries by producing a series of speeches and public
letters so provocative that they helped revolutionize public opinion
on such critical issues as civil liberties the use of black soldiers and
the emancipation of slaves this is a brilliant and unprecedented
examination of how lincoln used the power of words to not only
build his political career but to keep the country united during the
civil war 人間は果てしなく懸命で 底知れずおろかだ このこわれやすい地球に対してどう対処するかは ここ百年ぐら
いで選択が決まる でもこれは やりなおしのきかない 一度限りの選択になるだろう 本文より in the
antebellum midwest americans looked to the law and specifically
to the jury to navigate the uncertain terrain of a rapidly changing
society during this formative era of american law the jury served
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as the most visible connector between law and society through an
analysis of the composition of grand and trial juries and an
examination of their courtroom experiences stacy pratt mcdermott
demonstrates how central the law was for people who lived in
abraham lincoln s america mcdermott focuses on the status of the
jury as a democratic institution as well as on the status of those
who served as jurors according to the 1860 census the juries in
springfield and sangamon county illinois comprised an ethnically
and racially diverse population of settlers from northern and
southern states representing both urban and rural mid nineteenth
century america it was in these counties that lincoln developed his
law practice handling more than 5 200 cases in a legal career that
spanned nearly twenty five years drawing from a rich collection of
legal records docket books county histories and surviving
newspapers mcdermott reveals the enormous power jurors
wielded over the litigants and the character of their communities
this volume opens on 4 march 1803 the first day of jefferson s
third year as president still shaken by the closing of the right of
deposit at new orleans he confronts the potential political
consequences of a cession of louisiana to france that might result
in a denial of american access to the mississippi but he resists
pressures to seize new orleans by force urging patience instead
the cabinet determines in april that all possible procrastinations
should be used in dealing with france but that discussions with
great britain move forward as well in paris a treaty for the cession
of the louisiana territory to the united states is signed and in may
the right of deposit is restored on 3 july word reaches jefferson in
washington of the agreement that france has sold the entire
territory for 15 million the glorious news which may be the most
momentous that jefferson receives while president appears in the
national intelligencer the following day having received
congressional approval to send an expedition to locate a
continental route to the pacific jefferson drafts instructions and a
cipher for meriwether lewis and arranges for the needed
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instruments following through on a promise to a friend to give his
views of christianity jefferson puts his religious creed on paper a
syllabus of the morals of jesus and the comparative merits of
christianity he intends it only for a few trusted friends james m
mcpherson is acclaimed as one of the finest historians writing
today and a preeminent commentator on the civil war battle cry of
freedom his pulitzer prize winning account of that conflict was a
national bestseller that hugh brogan in the new york times called
history writing of the highest order now in drawn with the sword
mcpherson offers a series of thoughtful and engaging essays on
some of the most enduring questions of the civil war written in the
masterful prose that has become his trademark filled with fresh
interpretations puncturing old myths and challenging new ones
drawn with the sword explores such questions as why the north
won and why the south lost emphasizing the role of contingency in
the northern victory whether southern or northern aggression
began the war and who really freed the slaves abraham lincoln or
the slaves themselves mcpherson offers memorable portraits of
the great leaders who people the landscape of the civil war ulysses
s grant struggling to write his memoirs with the same courage and
determination that marked his successes on the battlefield robert
e lee a brilliant general and a true gentleman yet still a product of
his time and place and abraham lincoln the leader and orator
whose mythical figure still looms large over our cultural landscape
and mcpherson discusses often ignored issues such as the
development of the civil war into a modern total war against both
soldiers and civilians and the international impact of the american
civil war in advancing the cause of republicanism and democracy
in countries from brazil and cuba to france and england of special
interest is the final essay entitled what s the matter with history a
trenchant critique of the field of history today which mcpherson
describes here as more and more about less and less he writes
that professional historians have abandoned narrative history
written for the greater audience of educated general readers in
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favor of impenetrable tomes on minor historical details which
serve only to edify other academics thus leaving the historical
education of the general public to films and television programs
such as glory and ken burns s pbs documentary the civil war each
essay in drawn with the sword reveals mcpherson s own profound
knowledge of the civil war and of the controversies among
historians presenting all sides in clear and lucid prose and
concluding with his own measured and eloquent opinions readers
will rejoice that mcpherson has once again proven by example
that history can be both accurate and interesting informative and
well written mark twain wrote that the civil war wrought so
profoundly upon the entire national character that the influence
cannot be measured short of two or three generations in drawn
with the sword mcpherson gracefully and brilliantly illuminates this
momentous conflict this workbook allows students to practice the
exercises in each chapter with teacher guidance 2024 25 ctet
junior level vi viii math and science solved papers child
development and pedagogy languages hindi and english from
2022 to 2024 752 1395 e this book is a collection of readings in
phonological theory with special reference to english the essays it
contains are all concerned to a significant extent with discussion
and criticism of the theory of phonology developed by noam
chomsky and morris halle in their monograph the sound pattern of
english the aim in compiling this collection has been to bring
together new papers and papers that were previously only
available in informal duplicated form or in comparatively
inaccessible publications this collection is of value to anyone
teaching or studying english or general linguistics who wishes to
make a serious study of current phonological theory and serves as
a reference anthology of permanent value to the specialist what
does rigor a word that frequently pops up in conversations about
education really mean more specifically what does it mean for
literacy instruction and how does it relate to challenging standards
based assessments in this informative and practical guide literacy
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expert nancy boyles uses the framework from webb s depth of
knowledge dok to answer these questions offering experience
based advice along with specific examples of k 8 assessment
items boyles defines rigor and shows how it relates to literacy at
each dok level and explains the kind of thinking students will be
expected to demonstrate she then tackles the essence of what
teachers need to know about how dok and its associated rigors are
measured on standards based assessments specifically readers
learn how each dok rigor aligns with standards text complexity
close reading student interaction the reading writing connection
and formative assessment teachers coaches and administrators
will find clear guidance easy to implement strategies dozens of
useful teaching tools and resources and encouragement to help
students achieve and demonstrate true rigor in reading and
writing abraham lincoln spent a quarter of his life from 1816 to
1830 ages 7 to 21 learning and growing in southwestern indiana
despite the importance of these formative years lincoln rarely
discussed this period and with his sudden untimely death in 1865
mysterious gaps appear in recorded history in abraham lincoln s
wilderness years joshua claybourn collects and annotates the most
significant scholarship from j edward murr one of the only writers
to cover this lost period of lincoln s life a hoosier minister who
grew up with the 16th president s cousins murr interviewed locals
who knew lincoln part i features selected portions of murr s book
length manuscript on lincoln s youth published here for the first
time part ii offers a series by murr on lincoln s life in indiana
originally printed in the indiana magazine of history part iii reveals
letters between murr and us senator albert j beveridge a
prominent historian about beveridge s early manuscript of the
biography abraham lincoln 1809 1858 of all lincoln s biographers
none knew his boyhood associates and indiana environment as
well as murr whose complete lincoln research and scholarship
have never been published until now abraham lincoln s wilderness
years preserves and celebrates this important source material
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unique for studying lincoln s boyhood years in indiana exhibition of
charles e feinberg s literary items relating to walt whitman not
only an education but a joy this is a book for the ages rivka
galchen a monumental canon defining anthology of three
centuries of american essays from cotton mather and benjamin
franklin to david foster wallace and zadie smith the essay form is
an especially democratic one and many of the essays phillip lopate
has gathered here address themselves sometimes critically to
american values even in those that don t one can detect a subtext
about being american the founding fathers and early american
writers self consciously struggle to establish a recognizable
national culture the shining stars of the mid nineteenth century
american renaissance no longer lack confidence but face new
reckonings with the oppression of blacks and women the new
world tradition of nature writing runs from audubon thoreau and
john muir to rachel carson and annie dillard marginalized groups in
all periods use the essay to assert or to complicate notions of
identity lopate has cast his net intentionally wide embracing
critical personal political philosophical humorous literary polemical
and autobiographical essays and making room for sermons letters
speeches and columns dealing with a wide variety of subjects
americans by birth as well as immigrants appear here famous
essayists alongside writers more celebrated for fiction or poetry
the result is an extensive overview of the endless riches of the
american essay this groundbreaking new source of international
scope defines the essay as nonfictional prose texts of between one
and 50 pages in length the more than 500 entries by 275
contributors include entries on nationalities various categories of
essays such as generic such as sermons aphorisms individual
major works notable writers and periodicals that created a market
for essays and particularly famous or significant essays the
preface details the historical development of the essay and the
alphabetically arranged entries usually include biographical sketch
nationality era selected writings list additional readings and
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anthologies abraham lincoln is renowned for his stance on the
emancipation of enslaved people in a period when america was
sorely divided at the same time there was a little known event that
took place one that left a stain on lincoln s legacy and has
apologists still trying to expunge it today this book tells the quiet
but bloody history of bernard kock a new orleans entrepreneur
with an ill fated attempt at establishing a cotton plantation on ile a
vache a deserted haitian island using formerly enslaved americans
it also covers lincoln s involvement and support of kock s plan as
well as his pledge of 50 in government funding for each of the 453
colonists with chapters on lincoln s encouragement of black
deportation the establishment of the plantation the futile attempts
at damage control and more this text reveals an untold part of
lincoln s history in this collection of essays joshua cohen locates
ideas about democracy in three far ranging contexts first he
explores the relationship between democratic values and history
he then discusses democracy in connection with the views of
defining political theorists in the democratic tradition john locke
john rawls noam chomsky juergen habermas and susan moller
okin finally he examines the place of democratic ideals in a global
setting suggesting an idea of global public reason a terrain of
political justification in global politics in which shared reason still
plays an essential role all the essays are linked by his overarching
claim that political philosophy is a practical subject intended to
orient and guide conduct in the social world cohen integrates
moral social scientific and historical argument in order to develop
this stance and he further confronts the question of whether a
society conceived in liberty and dedicated to equality can endure
at gettysburg president lincoln forcefully stated the question and
expressed both hope and concern over this same struggle about
an affirmative answer by enabling us to trace the arc of the moral
universe the essays in this volume along with the companion
collection philosophy politics democracy give us some reasons for
sharing that hope in this collection of essays contributors
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investigate the various connections between willa cather s fiction
and her aesthetic beliefs and practices including multiple
perspectives and critical approaches derived from the aesthetic
movement the visual arts modernism and the relationship
between art and religion this collection will increase our
understanding of cather s aesthetic and lead to a better
comprehension of her work and her life born into a sephardic
jewish immigrant family dr issachar zacharie was the preeminent
foot doctor for the american political elite before and during the
civil war an expert in pain management zacharie treated the likes
of henry clay john c calhoun general george mcclelland and most
notably president abraham lincoln as zacharie s professional and
personal relationship with lincoln deepened the president began to
entrust the doctor with political missions throughout lincoln s
presidency zacharie traveled to southern cities like new orleans
and richmond in efforts to ally with some of the confederacy s
most influential jewish citizens this biography explores dr zacharie
s life from his birth in chatham england through his medical
practice espionage career and eventual political campaigning for
president lincoln



The Abraham Lincoln Myth 1894 excerpt from lincoln essay
contest to increase knowledge and admiration of lincoln among
school children in the united states we commend to your careful
consideration this little publica tion in the hope that it may enlist
your support and sympathy in the lincoln medal essay contest as
an incentive to better government and a greater personal
responsibility for the infusion in our citizenship of the high ideals
that lincoln s life exemplified l object in view of this city springfield
illinois being the former home of our martyred president abraham
lincoln and desiring to encourage the study of his life and
character this company decided to con duct this competition
annually the body of lincoln is interred in springfield a magnificent
monument erected largely by the pennies and small coins of the
children of the nation shelters his body about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Lincoln Essay Contest 2018-01-07 david herbert donald lincoln
biographer and winner of the pulitzer prize has revised and
updated his classic and influential book on lincoln and the era he
dominated when lincoln reconsidered was first published it
ushered in the process of rethinking the civil war that continues to
this day in the third edition david provides two important new
essays on lincoln s patchy education which we find was more
extensive than even the great man realized and on lincoln s
complex and conflicted relationship to the rule of law together with
a new preface and a thoroughly updated bibliographical essay



lincoln reconsidered will continue to be a touchstone of lincoln
scholarship for decades to come
Lincoln Reconsidered 2001-02-13 the relationship between
abraham lincoln and his two most influential ancestors his mother
and the virginia planter a slaveholder a shadowy grandfather he
likely never met is rarely mentioned in lincoln biographies or in
history texts however lincoln forever linked to the cause of
freedom and equality in america spoke candidly of the planter to
his law partner billy herndon who recalled his words my mother
inherited his qualities and i hers all that i am or ever hope to be i
get from my mother god bless her this vital two generation
relationship was nonetheless problematic in lincoln s boyhood the
planter was a figure he ridiculed while in his young manhood the
planter evolved into a role model whom lincoln revered and
associated with jefferson s overdue ideal that all men are created
equal thus galvanized by blood to educate himself to stand for
election and to oppose slavery lincoln quit farming at age 22 this
book explains how he thus followed an inherited family dream
The Writings of Abraham Lincoln, Including the Full Text of the
Lincoln-Douglas Debates Together with the Essay on Lincoln 1905
widely considered in his own time as a genial but provincial
lightweight who was out of place in the presidency abraham
lincoln astonished his allies and confounded his adversaries by
producing a series of speeches and public letters so provocative
that they helped revolutionize public opinion on such critical issues
as civil liberties the use of black soldiers and the emancipation of
slaves this is a brilliant and unprecedented examination of how
lincoln used the power of words to not only build his political
career but to keep the country united during the civil war
Living with Lincoln, and Other Essays 1949 人間は果てしなく懸命で 底知れず
おろかだ このこわれやすい地球に対してどう対処するかは ここ百年ぐらいで選択が決まる でもこれは やりなおしのきかな
い 一度限りの選択になるだろう 本文より
Abraham Lincoln, American Prince 2022-02-16 in the
antebellum midwest americans looked to the law and specifically



to the jury to navigate the uncertain terrain of a rapidly changing
society during this formative era of american law the jury served
as the most visible connector between law and society through an
analysis of the composition of grand and trial juries and an
examination of their courtroom experiences stacy pratt mcdermott
demonstrates how central the law was for people who lived in
abraham lincoln s america mcdermott focuses on the status of the
jury as a democratic institution as well as on the status of those
who served as jurors according to the 1860 census the juries in
springfield and sangamon county illinois comprised an ethnically
and racially diverse population of settlers from northern and
southern states representing both urban and rural mid nineteenth
century america it was in these counties that lincoln developed his
law practice handling more than 5 200 cases in a legal career that
spanned nearly twenty five years drawing from a rich collection of
legal records docket books county histories and surviving
newspapers mcdermott reveals the enormous power jurors
wielded over the litigants and the character of their communities
The Second Lincoln Essay Contest Conducted by the
America-Japan Society in Co-operation with the Lincoln
Centennial Association, Springfield, Illinois 1928 this volume
opens on 4 march 1803 the first day of jefferson s third year as
president still shaken by the closing of the right of deposit at new
orleans he confronts the potential political consequences of a
cession of louisiana to france that might result in a denial of
american access to the mississippi but he resists pressures to
seize new orleans by force urging patience instead the cabinet
determines in april that all possible procrastinations should be
used in dealing with france but that discussions with great britain
move forward as well in paris a treaty for the cession of the
louisiana territory to the united states is signed and in may the
right of deposit is restored on 3 july word reaches jefferson in
washington of the agreement that france has sold the entire
territory for 15 million the glorious news which may be the most



momentous that jefferson receives while president appears in the
national intelligencer the following day having received
congressional approval to send an expedition to locate a
continental route to the pacific jefferson drafts instructions and a
cipher for meriwether lewis and arranges for the needed
instruments following through on a promise to a friend to give his
views of christianity jefferson puts his religious creed on paper a
syllabus of the morals of jesus and the comparative merits of
christianity he intends it only for a few trusted friends
List of Books and Prices Issued by the Superintendent of
Public Instruction in Accordance with the Provisions of the
Law Regulating the Sale of School Textbooks in Michigan
1913 james m mcpherson is acclaimed as one of the finest
historians writing today and a preeminent commentator on the
civil war battle cry of freedom his pulitzer prize winning account of
that conflict was a national bestseller that hugh brogan in the new
york times called history writing of the highest order now in drawn
with the sword mcpherson offers a series of thoughtful and
engaging essays on some of the most enduring questions of the
civil war written in the masterful prose that has become his
trademark filled with fresh interpretations puncturing old myths
and challenging new ones drawn with the sword explores such
questions as why the north won and why the south lost
emphasizing the role of contingency in the northern victory
whether southern or northern aggression began the war and who
really freed the slaves abraham lincoln or the slaves themselves
mcpherson offers memorable portraits of the great leaders who
people the landscape of the civil war ulysses s grant struggling to
write his memoirs with the same courage and determination that
marked his successes on the battlefield robert e lee a brilliant
general and a true gentleman yet still a product of his time and
place and abraham lincoln the leader and orator whose mythical
figure still looms large over our cultural landscape and mcpherson
discusses often ignored issues such as the development of the civil



war into a modern total war against both soldiers and civilians and
the international impact of the american civil war in advancing the
cause of republicanism and democracy in countries from brazil and
cuba to france and england of special interest is the final essay
entitled what s the matter with history a trenchant critique of the
field of history today which mcpherson describes here as more and
more about less and less he writes that professional historians
have abandoned narrative history written for the greater audience
of educated general readers in favor of impenetrable tomes on
minor historical details which serve only to edify other academics
thus leaving the historical education of the general public to films
and television programs such as glory and ken burns s pbs
documentary the civil war each essay in drawn with the sword
reveals mcpherson s own profound knowledge of the civil war and
of the controversies among historians presenting all sides in clear
and lucid prose and concluding with his own measured and
eloquent opinions readers will rejoice that mcpherson has once
again proven by example that history can be both accurate and
interesting informative and well written mark twain wrote that the
civil war wrought so profoundly upon the entire national character
that the influence cannot be measured short of two or three
generations in drawn with the sword mcpherson gracefully and
brilliantly illuminates this momentous conflict
Revised List of Books and Prices Issued by the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1917, in Accordance
with the Provisions of the Law Regulating the Sale of
School Text-books in Michigan 1917 this workbook allows
students to practice the exercises in each chapter with teacher
guidance
Lincoln's Sword 2011-11-02 2024 25 ctet junior level vi viii math
and science solved papers child development and pedagogy
languages hindi and english from 2022 to 2024 752 1395 e
手塚治虫エッセイ集4巻 2013-09-20 this book is a collection of readings in
phonological theory with special reference to english the essays it



contains are all concerned to a significant extent with discussion
and criticism of the theory of phonology developed by noam
chomsky and morris halle in their monograph the sound pattern of
english the aim in compiling this collection has been to bring
together new papers and papers that were previously only
available in informal duplicated form or in comparatively
inaccessible publications this collection is of value to anyone
teaching or studying english or general linguistics who wishes to
make a serious study of current phonological theory and serves as
a reference anthology of permanent value to the specialist
An Essay on Criticism, and Other Poems 1898 what does rigor
a word that frequently pops up in conversations about education
really mean more specifically what does it mean for literacy
instruction and how does it relate to challenging standards based
assessments in this informative and practical guide literacy expert
nancy boyles uses the framework from webb s depth of knowledge
dok to answer these questions offering experience based advice
along with specific examples of k 8 assessment items boyles
defines rigor and shows how it relates to literacy at each dok level
and explains the kind of thinking students will be expected to
demonstrate she then tackles the essence of what teachers need
to know about how dok and its associated rigors are measured on
standards based assessments specifically readers learn how each
dok rigor aligns with standards text complexity close reading
student interaction the reading writing connection and formative
assessment teachers coaches and administrators will find clear
guidance easy to implement strategies dozens of useful teaching
tools and resources and encouragement to help students achieve
and demonstrate true rigor in reading and writing
The Jury in Lincoln’s America 2012-01-23 abraham lincoln
spent a quarter of his life from 1816 to 1830 ages 7 to 21 learning
and growing in southwestern indiana despite the importance of
these formative years lincoln rarely discussed this period and with
his sudden untimely death in 1865 mysterious gaps appear in



recorded history in abraham lincoln s wilderness years joshua
claybourn collects and annotates the most significant scholarship
from j edward murr one of the only writers to cover this lost period
of lincoln s life a hoosier minister who grew up with the 16th
president s cousins murr interviewed locals who knew lincoln part i
features selected portions of murr s book length manuscript on
lincoln s youth published here for the first time part ii offers a
series by murr on lincoln s life in indiana originally printed in the
indiana magazine of history part iii reveals letters between murr
and us senator albert j beveridge a prominent historian about
beveridge s early manuscript of the biography abraham lincoln
1809 1858 of all lincoln s biographers none knew his boyhood
associates and indiana environment as well as murr whose
complete lincoln research and scholarship have never been
published until now abraham lincoln s wilderness years preserves
and celebrates this important source material unique for studying
lincoln s boyhood years in indiana
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Volume 40 2018-06-05 exhibition
of charles e feinberg s literary items relating to walt whitman
Drawn with the Sword 1996-04-18 not only an education but a joy
this is a book for the ages rivka galchen a monumental canon
defining anthology of three centuries of american essays from
cotton mather and benjamin franklin to david foster wallace and
zadie smith the essay form is an especially democratic one and
many of the essays phillip lopate has gathered here address
themselves sometimes critically to american values even in those
that don t one can detect a subtext about being american the
founding fathers and early american writers self consciously
struggle to establish a recognizable national culture the shining
stars of the mid nineteenth century american renaissance no
longer lack confidence but face new reckonings with the
oppression of blacks and women the new world tradition of nature
writing runs from audubon thoreau and john muir to rachel carson
and annie dillard marginalized groups in all periods use the essay



to assert or to complicate notions of identity lopate has cast his
net intentionally wide embracing critical personal political
philosophical humorous literary polemical and autobiographical
essays and making room for sermons letters speeches and
columns dealing with a wide variety of subjects americans by birth
as well as immigrants appear here famous essayists alongside
writers more celebrated for fiction or poetry the result is an
extensive overview of the endless riches of the american essay
Student's Workbook for Junior High Journalism 2009-12-15
this groundbreaking new source of international scope defines the
essay as nonfictional prose texts of between one and 50 pages in
length the more than 500 entries by 275 contributors include
entries on nationalities various categories of essays such as
generic such as sermons aphorisms individual major works notable
writers and periodicals that created a market for essays and
particularly famous or significant essays the preface details the
historical development of the essay and the alphabetically
arranged entries usually include biographical sketch nationality
era selected writings list additional readings and anthologies
Oxford essays, by members of the University 1855 abraham
lincoln is renowned for his stance on the emancipation of enslaved
people in a period when america was sorely divided at the same
time there was a little known event that took place one that left a
stain on lincoln s legacy and has apologists still trying to expunge
it today this book tells the quiet but bloody history of bernard kock
a new orleans entrepreneur with an ill fated attempt at
establishing a cotton plantation on ile a vache a deserted haitian
island using formerly enslaved americans it also covers lincoln s
involvement and support of kock s plan as well as his pledge of 50
in government funding for each of the 453 colonists with chapters
on lincoln s encouragement of black deportation the establishment
of the plantation the futile attempts at damage control and more
this text reveals an untold part of lincoln s history
Elbert Hubbard and His Work 1901 in this collection of essays



joshua cohen locates ideas about democracy in three far ranging
contexts first he explores the relationship between democratic
values and history he then discusses democracy in connection
with the views of defining political theorists in the democratic
tradition john locke john rawls noam chomsky juergen habermas
and susan moller okin finally he examines the place of democratic
ideals in a global setting suggesting an idea of global public reason
a terrain of political justification in global politics in which shared
reason still plays an essential role all the essays are linked by his
overarching claim that political philosophy is a practical subject
intended to orient and guide conduct in the social world cohen
integrates moral social scientific and historical argument in order
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